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Abstract. Feature-based opinion extraction is a task related to opinion
mining and information extraction which consists of automatically ex-
tracting feature-level representations of opinions from subjective texts.
In the last years, some researchers have proposed domain-independent
solutions to this task. Most of them identify the feature being reviewed
by a set of words from the text. Rather than that, we propose a domain-
adaptable opinion extraction system based on feature taxonomies (a se-
mantic representation of the opinable parts and attributes of an object)
which extracts feature-level opinions and maps them into the taxonomy.
The opinions thus obtained can be easily aggregated for summarization
and visualization. In order to increase precision and recall of the extrac-
tion system, we define a set of domain-specific resources which capture
valuable knowledge about how people express opinions on each feature
from the taxonomy for a given domain. These resources are automati-
cally induced from a set of annotated documents. The modular design
of our architecture allows building either domain-specific or domain-
independent opinion extraction systems. According to some experimental
results, using the domain-specific resources leads to far better precision
and recall, at the expense of some manual effort.
1 Introduction
Sentiment analysis is a modern subdiscipline of NLP which deals with subjec-
tivity, affects and opinions in texts (a good survey on this subject can be found
in [5]). Within sentiment analysis, the feature-based opinion extraction is a task
related to information extraction, which consists in extracting structured repre-
sentations of opinions on features of some object from subjective texts [3,6,2]. For
example, given the sentence “The customer service is terrible”, a negative opin-
ion on feature customer service should be extracted. Some researchers have pro-
posed several approaches to this task, often unsupervised, domain-independent
ones. In most cases, they select a few words from the sentence representing the
feature affected by the opinion (opinion target or feature words, depending on
authors). This approach implies some problems. First, sometimes the same fea-
ture can be named in different ways. For example, customer service is also known
as helpline or help desk in some contexts. So a further matching problem must
be solved in order to be able to aggregate opinions on the same feature. Besides,
some features may include others; for example, someone looking for opinions
about the sound quality of an audio system would be interested not only in
those sentences explicitly referring to the sound quality (e.g., “The sound qual-
ity is superb”, “Very clean, outstanding sound”), but also in sentences talking
about some other related features (e.g., “The low end is clear and the high is
twangy”). Dealing with these issues is important in order to properly aggregate
the extracted opinions and exploit the whole amount of available information.
2 Our Approach
The main guidelines of our approach are (1) building a feature taxonomy for
each new domain, so our system will extract opinions on those features and
map them into the taxonomy, and (2) automatically generating domain-specific,
feature-level resources which capture valuable knowledge about how people ex-
press opinions on each feature for a given domain. These resources lead to a
higher quality opinion extraction, at the expense of a small manual effort to
annotate some documents from the selected domain.
2.1 Feature Taxonomy
The feature taxonomy contains the set of features for which opinions will be
extracted in a given domain. Besides, it contains a set of feature words for each
feature. All these pairs (feature,feature words) are hierarchically organized: the
object class itself is the root node of the taxonomy, with a set of features hanging
on it. Each feature can be recursively decomposed into a set of subfeatures (see
figure 1). The taxonomy hierarchy is useful to aggregate opinions to produce
summaries.
The feature taxonomy is built in two steps. First, a list of feature words is
generated from the corpus using an active-learning method. Then, an expert pro-
Fig. 1. An extract from the feature taxonomy for the headphones domain
duces the taxonomy, grouping feature words by feature and building a hierarchy.
The whole process takes no more than a few minutes.
2.2 Domain-Specific Resources
A distinctive part of our approach is the definition of resources that capture
knowledge about domains and the way people write reviews on them. To gener-
ate these resources, we start from a manual effort (although computer assisted)
in order to describe a feature taxonomy and annotate opinions in a set of docu-
ments. Then we apply some algorithms in order to extract relevant information
about key concepts of the annotated opinions. The resources include, between
others, dependency patterns linking feature words and opinion words, opinion
lexicons containing semantic orientation estimations for the opinion words more
commonly used in the domain, and lists of lexical indicators to detect implicit
features1.
2.3 System Architecture
Our opinion extraction system is comprised of a set of independent abstract
components, each one dealing with a different subtask. They can be combined in
a wide variety of pipelines in order to complete the extraction task. This modular
design together with the multiple implementations of each component make up
an experimental setup that enables us to test different approaches.
Let us give a brief description of some of these components. The feature word
annotators discover features explicitly mentioned in the input reviews. The im-
plicit feature annotators discover implicitly mentioned features. Given some pre-
viously annotated feature words, the opinion word linkers intend to link them to
related opinion words. The opinion classifiers decide if a previously annotated
opinion is a positive or a negative one.
3 Experimentation
Some experiments were performed over a corpus of 587 reviews of headphones
from Epinions.com. A feature taxonomy was built and the opinions appearing
in the documents were annotated2. All the experiments were done using 10-fold
cross-validation. We evaluated two subproblems: given a sentence, opinion recog-
nition consists in identifying the existence of opinions, including determining
the feature that opinion refers to; opinion classification consists in deciding the
polarity of previously recognized opinions. We tested four different approaches
(see table 1). In the first three experiments, domain-independent pipelines were
1 A feature is implicit if it is not explicitly mentioned in the text.
2 The annotated dataset is available in
http://www.lsi.us.es/̃fermin/index.php/Datasets, including three different domains:
headphones, hotels and cars.
Table 1. Experimental results for headphones domain
Opinion
Opinion Recognition Classification
Experiment p r F 1
2
accuracy
PMI-IR 0,6092 0,3039 0,5073 0,8706
WordNet 0,6756 0,3002 0,5405 0,8940
SentiWordnet 0,6744 0,3643 0,5763 0,8688
Resource-based 0,7869 0,5662 0,7300 0,9503
used. They all employ a window-based opinion word linker, and classify opin-
ions using three different techniques from literature: the PMI-IR algorithm [7],
an algorithm based on lexical distances in WordNet [4] and a state-of-art domain-
independent opinion lexicon named SentiWordNet [1]. The fourth experiments
were done using a domain-specific pipeline whose components make use of the
domain-specific resources. The results obtained by the latter pipeline are far bet-
ter than those obtained by the domain-independent pipelines. We also conducted
some experiments to measure the impact of the number of annotated documents
in the results; we found that just a few hours of annotation are enough to largely
overcome the results obtained by the resource-free pipelines.
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